AGENDA
ARTS & SCIENCES COUNCIL
March 21, 2018
Video-conferenced: LL 708 / Dealy 115
3:30pm - 5:00pm

Announcements
I.

Approval of the Minutes of November 29, 2017

II.

Committee Nominations – Robert Hume

III.

Standing Committee Reports
a. Majors and Curricula Committee – Keith Cruise, Chair – update
b. Science Education Committee – Stephen Holler – update
c. Core Curriculum Committee –Robert Hume, Chair – update
d. Faculty Evaluation Committee – Heining Cham, Chair – update

IV.

Faculty Policy and Resources Committee – Kirsten Swinth, Chair – discussion
of the Dean’s Call for funding

V.

Informational Reports (as needed):
a. Dean of A&S
 Budget Task Force
 Cross-departmental hiring
 SEIU
b. Faculty Senate
c. Fordham College at Rose Hill
 March 14th walk-out
 FYE task force
d. Fordham College at Lincoln Center
e. Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
f. School of Professional and Continuing Studies

VI.

New Business

CORE CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
ARTS & SCIENCES COUNCIL

ROBERT J. HUME, PH.D., CHAIR

Core Curriculum Committee Report
Date: February 28, 2018
Voting members: Hume (Chair), Breiner, Clarke, Davis, Dietrich, Ikeda, JimenezBelmonte, Kim, Koterski, Schwartz, Thomas
The Core Curriculum Committee met on Wednesday, December 12, at 10:30AM, and then
again on Wednesday, February 28, at 1:00PM. In attendance at the December 12 meeting
were Hume (Chair), Breiner, Clarke, Davis, Jimenez-Belmonte, Kim, Koterski, and
Schwartz. In attendance on February 28 were Hume (Chair), Breiner, Clarke, Davis,
Dietrich, Ikeda, Jimenez-Belmonte, Koterski, Schwartz, and Thomas.
At these meetings, the following actions were taken:
I.

Approval of Course Proposals
The Core Curriculum Committee reviewed the subcommittee reports on proposals
for core courses. At the December 12 meeting, the committee considered proposals
submitted under regular review for Fall 2018; at the February 28 meeting, the
committee considered proposals submitted under expedited review for Fall 2018.
After careful deliberation, the committee voted to approve the following proposals:
Eloquentia Perfecta
Regular Review:
Instructor
Name

Course
Title

Sponsoring
Dept. or
Prog.

EP

Recommendation

Suzanne
Yeager

Medieval
Monsters

Department of
Englsih

EP3

Approved

Expedited:
John
Davenport

Justice and
Social Identity

Philosophy

EP4

2/5/2018

Lance Strate

Media Ecology

COMM/DTEM

EP3

1/11/2018

Global Studies
Regular Review
Instructor
Name

Course Title

Sponsoring
Dept. or Prog.

Recommendation

Doron BenAtar

Antisemitism

History

Approved

Francesca
Parmeggiani

Italophone
Migrant
Literature

Modern
Languages
and Literatures
/ Italian

Approved/Minor
Revisions

Interdisciplinary Capstone Core
Regular Review:
Instructor
Name

Course Title

Sponsoring
Dept. or
Prog.

Recommendation

Doron
Ben-Atar

Israel: History,
Society Politics
and Culture

History

Approved

Anne
Hoffman

Diverse
Biology/Shared
Humanity

ENGL

Approved

Mary Bly

Hamlet: Text and
Performance

English

Approved

Margaret
Schwartz

Media, Disability,
Futurity

CMS

Approved

Expedited:
Sarah
Grey

II.

Language and
Thought

Modern Languages and
Literatures

1/10/2018

Approval of Visual Thinking for Fine Arts Core
At its meeting on December 12, the Core Curriculum Committee considered a
proposal from the department of Visual Arts to create a new introductory core
course titled “Visual Thinking” to satisfy the Fine Arts requirement (see attached
syllabus). The proposal came to the CCC after a divided vote from the Fine Arts
subcommittee, which voted to approve the proposal.
Because there was division about the merits of the proposal, the Core Curriculum
Committee had previously met with representatives from the various Fine Arts
departments at a separate meeting on November 29, 2017. At that preliminary
meeting, Richard Kalina (VART), Mark Street (VART), and Matthew Maguire
(THEA) introduced the Visual Thinking proposal, while Maria Ruvoldt (AHMU)
discussed concerns about the proposal from her department, concerns that the
CCC subsequently learned that at least one member of another department shared.
Many of these concerns centered on the fact that the proposal was too focused on
the development of practical skills and not enough on achieving the core
document’s mandate that Fine Arts core courses will enable students to
“understand the relationship between culture and society while honing their visual
or aural skills,” “expand upon the notion of eloquentia perfecta by translating an
affective experience into logical prose,” and “approach historical, literary, and
theological and philosophical issues from the perspective of music, theater and art,
a unique prism through which to view human history and culture.” After weighing
these objections, the Core Curriculum Committee requested that the proposal be
revised to clarify how these themes were addressed throughout the course.
The Core Curriculum Committee received a revised version of the proposal in
advance of its meeting on December 12, and at that time voted to approve the
proposal. The committee concluded that there was nothing wrong per se with a
course including practical elements—Invitation to Theater does, for example, and
that precedent ended up being important to the committee. The committee was
satisfied that there was enough material in the syllabus to satisfy the core
requirement, so that the course should be allowed to proceed. While there were
lingering concerns about how the course would actually work out in practice, in
terms of balancing practical and thematic elements, these concerns were not
enough to prevent the committee from approving the course.

However, in the process of discussing the proposal, it also became clear that there
is a need to assess the Fine Arts requirement. The committee had considerable
difficulty judging the merits of the Visual Arts proposal without clearly defined
operational guidelines clarifying how the goals of the Fine Arts requirement were to
be achieved in practice. The Core Curriculum Committee therefore tasks the Fine
Arts departments to assess the Fine Arts requirement, a process to be coordinated
by associate dean, Anne Fernald; and Assessment Officer Jeannine Pinto. The
departments will be charged with: (a) identifying clear operational guidelines for
Fine Arts core courses; and (b) assessing all core fine arts courses in light of these
guidelines, including the newly approved Visual Arts proposal. Results of the
assessment should be reported to the Core Curriculum Committee. Additional
revisions may be requested of any and all previously approved Fine Arts courses in
light of the results of the assessment. This will be a multi-year process, and will
occur after the Visual Thinking course has been administered at least once.
III.

Proposed Revisions to the Rose Hill Honors Core
The Core Curriculum Committee discussed proposed revisions to the Honors Core
at its meeting of February 28, 2018. The committee had jurisdiction to review the
proposal under the section of the core document titled “New Initiatives,” which
reads, “Groups of faculty who wish to propose programs that meet the requirements
of the core are encouraged to submit their proposals for approval to the Core
Curriculum Committee and the Arts and Sciences Council. The current Honors
programs are examples of such programs.”
To prepare for the meeting, the CCC met previously with the director of the Rose
Hill honors program, Dr. Eve Keller (ENGL), at its meeting on December 12. The
meeting provided an opportunity for Dr. Keller to introduce the proposal and to
respond to questions that members of the committee had about it. The CCC then
deferred action on the proposal until its February meeting, after the Rose Hill
College Council had had an opportunity to review the proposal.
After a full discussion at its meeting on February 28, the Core Curriculum
Committee determined that it was not prepared to take action on the proposal in its
current form. While the committee sees considerable merit in the proposal and
appreciates the amount of work done on it so far, members of the committee raised
a number of procedural and substantive concerns that they felt needed to be
addressed in the proposal before the committee could approve it. The committee
therefore voted to send the proposal back to the planning committee, along with a
document outlining the concerns, so that the planning committee would have an
opportunity to respond to them. The CCC anticipates that it could review a revised
proposal before the next Arts & Sciences Council meeting on April 25.
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PROPOSAL FOR THE FINE ARTS UNIVERSITY CORE:
VISUAL THINKING
From: The Visual Arts Program of the Department of Theatre and Visual Arts
This proposal is a sample general syllabus. It can be modified or augmented by the
individual instructor. The syllabus is organized by thematic section and subdivided into
fifteen weekly sections plus a final meeting for portfolio review and evaluation. A general
outline of assignments is included. In line with the goals of the Core Curriculum, students
taking Visual Thinking will learn to appreciate the visual, both in the work that they make
themselves and also as illustrated by key works of art, both historical and contemporary. In
doing so they will understand the reciprocal influence of contemporary and historical
artistic production on their cultural milieus. Ongoing discussion, critique, and written
evaluative assignments will allow students to translate an affective experience into logical
prose and focused, critical discussion. In doing so Visual Thinking students will approach a
range of liberal arts disciplines from the unique (and evolving) perspective of the visual
arts. Making, critical thinking, and cultural analysis are not separate entities: this course
will allow students to engage in the singularly creative synthesis that immersion in the
visual arts provides. We believe that this integration of the visual arts into Fordham’s Core
Curriculum is in line with Dean Badowska’s focus on reimagining the Arts and Sciences
and with the CUSP committee’s desire to position Fordham as a vital force in
contemporary liberal arts education.
It is assumed that instructors will make use of art historical references and photographic
documentation, as well as contemporary critical thought. A number of the assignments
are geared to specific historical precedents, for example, cubism, surrealism, Pop and
conceptual art, as well as the history and practice of design. We are confident that our
instructors, all experienced professionals, are well grounded in contemporary theory and
practice, as well as art history, especially of the modern period. Since New York is home
to some of the finest museums in the country, we feel that engagement with them is a
necessary part of a Fordham student’s education in the 21st century. We have included a
museum project that would compel students to involve themselves with at least one of our
city’s museums. Included too is a list of recommended books that span the various visual
arts disciplines. Instructors would be free to modify this list. Finally (and also for the sake
of brevity) we have not included specific art historical examples that would be part of
PowerPoint presentations, nor have we added the list of materials and supplies that Visual
Arts syllabi usually contain.

VISUAL THINKING SYLLABUS
Visual thinking is just that: a way of thinking that begins at the eye. Visual thinking bears a
resemblance to our other ways of thinking but it speaks its own language. In order to
master this language we must, as with all languages, analyze it so as to understand its
grammar and structure, but we must also use it regularly. This is a hands-on course, and
also a course in perception. It is about what we see and how we see. It is about

systematizing our intuitive responses, and just as importantly, it is about breaking out of
habitual ways of approaching the complexities of the visual world.
In line with the goals of the Core Curriculum, students taking Visual Thinking will learn to
appreciate the non-verbal, both in the work that they make themselves and also as
illustrated by key works of art from history and the modern world at large. In doing so they
will understand the reciprocal influence of contemporary and historical artistic production
on their cultural milieus. Ongoing discussion, critique, and written evaluative assignments
will allow students to translate an affective experience into logical prose and focused,
critical discussion. In doing so Visual Thinking students will approach a range of liberal
arts disciplines from the unique (and evolving) perspective of the visual arts. Making,
critical thinking, and cultural analysis are not separate entities: this course will allow
students to engage in the singularly creative synthesis that immersion in the visual arts
provides.
Visual Thinking is a studio art course designed to provide students with a strong
foundation in visual literacy. The understanding of how visual images communicate has
become an essential skill for negotiating our intensely image-based and image-saturated
world; where so often the ability to function effectively involves untangling, interpreting and
presenting visual material. Proficiency in this arena is a necessary complement to the
capacity to read, write and speak clearly. We define visual literacy as the ability to
effectively create, use, interpret and evaluate visual material.
Understanding how color, composition, framing, scale, and other formal and aesthetic
choices affect the interpretation of content (and how they work in conjunction with linguistic
communication, oral or written) is a critical skill not only for art majors but also for those
studying the humanities, the social and natural sciences, and business. The overarching
goal of this course is to teach students to use visual language to address broader subjects
and issues—ethical, historical, social, cultural, and empirical. Assignments and instruction
will explore the traditional two-dimensional areas of the formal -- line, shape, texture, color,
form and space, but will also engage with photography, narrative, the moving image and
time-based art, and graphic design. No previous experience, special skills or equipment
will be necessary. Coursework will incorporate a range of media, and will put the material
covered in its historical and cultural context. We will consider the many ways that visual
language is integral to dialogues both within the arts and across disciplines. By
experimenting with a variety of media and techniques, students will develop the necessary
skills for conceptualizing, creating, and evaluating visual images.
One of the essential aspects of this course will be its emphasis on experiential learning;
that is the use of process as an approach to creative problem solving and discovery.
Students will be asked to think expansively, to tackle open-ended assignments, and to
connect to content both by doing and thinking as they develop sensitivity to visual data.
They will be asked to collaborate and negotiate with their peers on group projects and to
initiate meaningful discussion and assessment of both works in progress and completed
assignments. The format of the class will be a studio/lab with lectures and visual
presentations, as well as regular group critique and evaluation complemented by written
assignments. Hands-on work will focus on achieving basic foundational competence in a
set of techniques and materials.

Studio practice will be augmented by regular readings, presentations, and written reports.
In addition, the classes will actively seek to engage with the many artistic resources of
New York City, especially its galleries and museums.
Schedule and Class Work
Formal Tools
1. Introduction: the disciplines of art.
Reading:
DeMarrais, Elizabeth, Robb, John, “Art Makes Society: an Introductory
Visual Essay.” World Art, 3:1, 3-22DOI:10.1080/21500894.2013.7823342013
Available online: http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/21500894.2013.782334
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/21500894.2013.782334?scroll=top&needA
ccess=true
Assignment: The above reading is divided into short sections. They are listed below.
Choose one of them and summarize it. Conclude your summary with your thoughts on
it or any experience you might have had with the topic.
Art as Material Culture
Art as Action
Art Creates Sites of Activity
Art is Participatory
Art Creates Representational Models for Social Relations
Art as Cultural Capital
Art as a Medium of Exclusion, Resistance or Layered Meanings
2. Color lecture and exercises. Hue, tone, saturation. The color wheel. Complementaries.
Warm/cool. Advancing/receding. Perceptual and emotional properties and effects of color.
Readings:
Excerpts from Vincent van Gogh. Letter to Theo van Gogh. Written c. 13-17 April 1885 in
Nuenen. Translated by Mrs. Johanna van Gogh-Bonger, edited by Robert Harrison, number
401.
http://webexhibits.org/vangogh/letter/15/401.htm.
Osburn, Emily Lynn. 2015. "Red Echoes of Enslavement: Cochineal Red, West Africa, and
the Slave Trade." In A Red Like No Other: How Cochineal Colored the World: An Epic
Story of Art, Culture, Science, and Trade, edited by C. Padilla and B. C. Anderson, pp. 82–
87

Meier, Allison. Hyperallergic, "The Colorful Stories of 5 Obsolete Art Pigments", July 2,
2013
Meier, Allison. Hyperallergic, "More Vibrant Tales of Obsolete Pigments", July 8, 2013
Read the texts above, keeping in mind how fraught and emotionally loaded our reactions to
color may be (as in the Osburn example, where scarlet—for some—evokes the lures used to
capture slaves). Also be aware that colors function not just perceptually, but are formed
from real world materials, with complex and deep histories.
Assignment:
Vincent van Gogh was a thoughtful, well-informed artist (unhappy, but in no way a
madman). He had a very close relationship to his art dealer brother Theo, to whom he wrote
regularly – often about technical matters regarding his work. Write a letter to a member of
your family or a close friend (who is not an artist) and explain an aspect of the color theory
that we have discussed in class.

3. Composition and layout.
Symmetry
Asymmetry
Scale
Perspective
The Grammar of Drawing
4. Contour, outline, silhouette, gesture drawing.
5. Modeling. Space/Negative Space.
6. Collage
Readings:
A. Contour, outline, silhouette, gesture drawing.
Dexter, Emma. Vitamin D: New Perspectives in Drawing, "Introduction: Drawing is to be
Human".
Miller, Mary Ellen. “The History of the Study of Maya Vase Painting.” In The Maya Vase
Book: A Corpus of Rollout Photographs of Maya Vases, Volume 1. New York: Kerr
Associates, 1989, pp. 128–145
Doyle, James & Steven Zucker, “Vessel with a mythological scene (Maya).” On SmArt
History at KhanAcademy https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/art-americas/earlycultures/maya/v/vessel-with-a-mythological-scene-maya
B. Modeling. Space/Negative Space.

Hale, Robert Beverly. Drawing Lessons from the Great Masters. New York: Watson-Guptill
Publications, 1964, chapter 3: “Light and Planes.”
Scudder, Samuel H. Excerpts from “In the Laboratory with Agassiz,” from Every Saturday
(April 4, April 4, 1874) 16, 369–370. Available online as “How Agassiz Taught Professor
Scudder” http://www.bio.miami.edu/dana/151/agassiz.df
Klein, JoAnna. “A Pioneering Woman of Science Re-Emerges After 300 Years,” The New
York Times 23 January 2017, https://nyti.ms/2jRpGAr
Sennett, Richard. The Craftsman, "Prologue: Man as his Own Maker"
C. Collage
Durant, Mark Alice. “The Collage Century.” In Some Assembly Required: Collage Culture
in Post-War America, ed. Thomas Piché, Mark Alice Durant, and Melissa Pearl Friedling.
Syracuse, N.Y.: Everson Museum of Art, 2002. Available online at: https://saintlucy.com/category/essays/page/6/
“Collage:The Unmonumental Picture” (New Museum, NY), pp 11-25.
Assignments: There are three class meetings dealing with drawing. We are attempting to
develop a grammar of drawing – to break down a wide range of practice into its constituent
parts. Three of the above readings should be summarized and illustrated by the varieties
of drawing that we are learning. Text and drawn image will be merged into a coherent
whole.
The Photograph: Image Analysis/Image-Making
7. Reading a photograph: the semiotics of the photographic image. Photographing the social
world.
8. Photographing the natural world.
Readings/Viewings:
Sontag, Susan, On Photography, chapter 1, “In Plato’s Cave.”
Benjamin, Walter, "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction" [1936]. In Art
in Modern Culture : An Anthology of Critical Texts, ed. F. Frascina and J. Harris. London:
Phaidon, 1992, pp. 297–301.
Papageorge, Tod, Core Curriculum, Writings on Photography. Aperture 2011
Chapter on commencement speech and the chapter on the photographs of Garry
Winogrand.
Adams, Robert, Beauty in Photography: Essays in Defense of Traditional Values. Aperture
2005
Checkerboard Film Foundation, John Szarkowski on Eugene Atget, 2004
Assignment: Read the Sontag chapter and relate its point of view to any of the readings
above, or to Szarkowski’s comments in the film.

The Museum Project is assigned. Students will complete a project based on visits to
a New York City museum.
Below is a Sample Project
Paintings for Museum Project: Visual Thinking
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
1. Boldini, Consuelo Vanderbilt, Duchess of Marlborough and her Son, 1906 rm 827
2. Cézanne, The Artist’s Uncle 1866, rm 825
3. Cézanne, Still Life with Ginger Jar and Eggplants, 1894, rm 825. And Cézanne, Mme.
Cézanne, 1892, rm 825
4. Monet, Rouen Cathedral, 1894, rm 819
5. Gauguin, Ia Orana Maria, 1891, rm 826
6. van Gogh, L’Arlésienne, 1888-89 rm 826 And van Gogh, Peasant Woman Cooking by a
Fireplace, 1885, rm 826
7. Seurat, Gray Weather, Grande Jatte 1886-88 rm 823 And Signac, Notre Dame de-laGarde,1905-06. rm 826
8. Degas, The Singer in Green, 1884, rm 816 And Degas, Woman with a Towel, 1894, rm 817
9. Judd, Untitled, 1981, rm 924
10. Oldenburg, Soft Calendar for the Month of August, 1962, rm 924
11. Warhol, Before and After, 1961, rm 924 LING-CHOUNG, TREES,
Instructions
This is a collaborative project. The class will be divided into teams, and these teams will
compile a report on the work of art or in some cases, a group of works by the same artist
or allied artists. Our goal is not to directly discern the meaning of the work, but rather to
look very carefully at the work itself and to place it within the context both of the artist’s
production and the works of other significant artists produced at the same time. The works
to be analyzed are all on display at the Metropolitan Museum of Art. Included in the
assignment, along with titles and years, is the room in which each work is to be found.
This will involve both standing for some time in front of the artwork and looking hard at it,
and also doing some basic research.
What are we looking at or for? Size, proportion, materials, style and method of execution,
composition, placement of figures, landscape or still life elements in relation to each other
and to the edges of the work, color and tone, and very importantly, the condition of the
work of art.
What are we researching? Provenance, significant writings about, position within the
artist’s oeuvre (both in terms of time, style, and perceived importance), and the work in
relation to the style and work (executed in the same year) of other significant artists. You
might also identify, if you feel it is important, figures or places represented in the work.

Why are we doing this? It is important to see the work of art not just as a repository of
symbols and meanings, but as an actual object in the real world, with an independent life.
We also want to see the work as an element in the artist’s overall production and as a
work of art that exists in relation to and in potential dialogue with other works of art.
It is a key element of this project that it be a collaborative effort. Teams will be put
together, mixing whenever possible students with different majors, experiences and
interests. You will compile a dossier on each work of art that you are assigned. It can be
as long or as brief as you feel is appropriate. It will be placed in a digital file and that file
will be available to the entire class.
Narrative and Time-Based Art
9. Assignment-- Storyboarding: Using 15 still photographic images or drawings, tell a
story, document a place or person, or evoke a poetic state. Using a combination of still
images to simulate motion.
Readings/Viewings: “The Structure of the Visual Book” by Keith A. Smith (on ARES)
Hart, John, “The Shot Part I: The Shot’s Function As Part of the Narrative Flow”
Mackendrick, Alexander, “The Pre-verbal Language of Cinema.”
Bazin, Andre, “The Evolution of the Language of Cinema.”
Murch, Walter “Why Cuts Work”
Marker, Chris, La Jetée
10. Assignment. A silent short video – narrative or abstract – is to be made on an assigned
topic using a smart phone or a digital camera. Think about the grammar of film
language. How do you juxtapose long, medium and close up-shots? How to build the
rhythm of the film using quick cuts mixed with longer takes? Since you cannot rely on
voices and sound, you will have to focus on communicating in purely visual terms.
Readings: Nelson, Maggie: “Great to Watch”
Blagovic, Bosko, “Abstracted Presence”
Assignment: Write a short paper on how contemporary media can create a
particularly public kind of controversy. Consider culture jamming, hoaxes and the like.
Experiments in and Analyses of Modern Styles: Understanding Historical, Social,
Material, and Formal Concerns
11. Cubism project. Create a cubist drawing, painting, sculpture, or poster.
Reading: Ortega y Gasset, José, “The Dehumanization of Art.”
Assignment: Ortega’s text is a brief for the new art and a refutation of the humanistic,
sentimental and emotional. Briefly summarize it and importantly, tell us how you stand
on this issue.
12. Expressionism project. Create an expressionist painting or large drawing.

Reading: Tolstoi, Leo, “What is Art?”
Assignment: The Tolstoi essay is the theoretical opposite of the Ortega. Similarly
summarize and comment on.
13. Surrealism/ Dada/ Pop Art project. Create a Surrealist, Dada, or Pop Art collage,
assemblage, or advertisement.
Readings:
Breton, André, “Genesis and Perspective of Surrealism.”
"Andy Warhol: Interview with G.R. Swenson.”
“Andy Warhol: My True Story: Interview with Gretchen Berg.”
Assignment: Find a setting or situation in the urban world around you that echoes
Breton’s ideas of surrealist disjunction or that seems to be illustrative of Warhol’s
dispassionate and ironic take on modern media. Take a photograph of it, and tell us
why you chose this particular image and how it works.
14. Conceptual/ Installation/Performance project. Create a three-dimensional work that operates
as a work of conceptual or installation art, or a work of performance art.
Reading: Tomkins, Calvin Marcel Duchamp: The Afternoon Interviews
LeWitt, Sol. "Sentences on Conceptual Art", 1968
Assignment: Marcel Duchamp pointed the way to seeing art as a conceptual object
rather than an aesthetic one. He also made it very clear in his readymades that virtually
anything could be art if it is put into the context of art. Find and describe three
examples of Duchamp’s often hidden influence in the world of art and popular culture.
Collaboration:
15. The class will be divided into three member teams and each team will
document a collaborative work

create and

Reading: Fischli, Peter and Weiss, David, "How to Work Better."
Viewing: Fischli, Peter and Weiss, David, “The Way Things Go.”

Final Review
16. Critique and portfolio review. Museum Project due.
Recommended Readings (Optional)
General:
Arnheim, Rudolf, Visual Thinking, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1969

Gombrich, E.H, Art and Illusion, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1960
Steinberg, Leo, Other Criteria: Confrontations with Twentieth Century Art, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1972
Whitney Davis, A General Theory of Culture (Princeton, 2011)
Photography:
Dyer, Geoff. The Ongoing Moment. New York: Pantheon, 2005.
Sontag, Susan. On Photography. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1977.
Szarkowski, John. Looking at Photographs; 100 Pictures from the Collection of the
Museum of Modern Art. New York: Distributed by New York Graphic Society, Greenwich,
Conn, 1973.
Film and Video:
Iles, Chrissie. Into the Light: The Projected Image in American Art, 1964-1977. 128th ed.
Vol. ISBN 0-87427. New York: Whitney Museum of American Art, 2001. Ser. 2.
Minh-ha, Trinh T., D-Passage: The Digital Way, Duke University Press, 2013
MacDonald, Scott, Adventures of Perception: Cinema as Exploration , 2009, University of
California Press.
Bordwell, David and Thompson, Kristin, Film Art: An Introduction, New York, McGraw Hill,
2012.
Mulvey, Laura “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” 1975], in Visual and Other
Pleasures, 2nd ed. (Houndmills, 2009), 14-27.
Graphic Design:
Lupton, Ellen Graphic Design: The New Basics, Princeton: Princeton Architectural Press,
2014
Armstrong, Helen, Graphic Design Theory: Readings from the Field, Princeton: Princeton
Architectural Press, 2009
Rand, Paul,Thoughts on Design, Chronicle Books; Reissue edition, 2014
Bringhurst, Robert, The Elements of Typographic Style: Version 4.0, Hartley and Marks
Publishers, 2013
Leborg, Christian Visual Grammar, Princeton Architectural Press, 2006

Potter, Norman, What is a Designer: Things, Places, Messages, Hyphen Press, 2002
Armstrong, Helen, Digital Design Theory: Readings from the Field (Design
Briefs) Princeton Architectural Press, 2016
Davis, Meredith, Graphic Design Theory (Graphic Design in Context), Thames and
Hudson, 2012
The Built Environment:
Jacobs, Jane, The Death and Life of Great American Cities, New York: Random House,
1961.
Venturi, Robert, Scott Brown, Denise, Izenour, Steven, Learning from Las Vegas, Revised
Edition: the Forgotten Symbolism of Architectural Form, Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001

This is the brief report from FEC:
A. I am working with the graduate assistant to finalize the literature review for the committee's discussion.
B. I had a meeting with the FCRH Dean's Council. And the students suggested the following things to improve
the accessibility of SEEQs to students. Anne has replied them.

1. Have a link/tab in my.Fordham system
Anne's reply: "Sue has asked for this for years and has not made headway. She and I share your sense that
this would be good. Perhaps we can think of how to make an effective pitch to IT to help us make this
happen."
2. Update the shared Google Drive of SEEQs. They found that the latest is 2015 spring
Anne's reply: "We (Sue P. and I) were just looking. Setting permissions on this drive has been hard & Sue
noticed as we were talking just now that some things had fallen off system-wide access. Additionally, there
was a problem with Spring 2017 so she took that down to fix it."
3. Offer an easy way to search the corresponding course and instructor
Anne's reply: "This is a heavier lift. I imagine there may be a technological solution but as we do it now, all
20 department's SEEQs for the semester get uploaded as locked PDFs. To have them searchable by course
or instructor would entail many more PDFs each of which would have to be locked (so it cannot be
changed) upon uploading, making an already laborious process many times harder."

MAJORS AND CURRICULA COMMITTEE REPORT
A&S COUNCIL MEETING REPORT (3/07/18)
Submitted by Keith Cruise, PhD, MLS (Committee Chair)
The Majors and Curricula Committee received one proposal for review in December
2017. All faculty committee members reviewed the proposal. A query regarding the
proposal was sent to Jon Friedrich in January 24, 2018 requesting clarification on key
questions that emerged from the committee’s initial review. This clarification was
received on January 25, 2018 and distributed to the committee. Results of the
committee vote and any relevant discussion points are detailed below.
1. Proposed Revision of the FCRH Chemistry Undergraduate Research Curriculum
Final Committee Vote (7 Yes, 0 No, 0 Abstentions)
This proposal outlines revision to all versions of the Chemistry major modifying the
research component of the major (see pages 3-4). The rationale offered by the
Chemistry department is to increase opportunities for chemistry majors to become
involved in research earlier in the curriculum and increase opportunities for nonChemistry majors to become involved in departmental research. As noted in the
proposal, the Chemistry Department views these changes as meeting the goals of
increased research involvement and interdisciplinary research opportunities while also
meeting current guidelines (American Chemical Society).
The following questions were sent to the Chemistry Department for clarification before
the final vote.
1. Why are CHEM 1990 and CHEM 4030 not credit-bearing courses?
2. How will freshmen and sophomores know about CHEM 1990? Will there be
outreach or do students in freshmen and sophomore year already seek out the
CHEM dept. for research opportunities?
3. Is CHEM 1990 a prerequisite for CHEM 3990? In general, can greater clarity be
offered regarding the distinction between these 2 courses? Are these courses only
for FCRH students or will these courses be offered across both FCRH and
FCLC? Perhaps this is a moot point and that is not how the intersection between
Chemistry and Natural Sciences happens. But more clarity would be helpful.
The following response was received from the Chemistry Department.
1. Many students who will sign up for CHEM 1990 are up against credit limits. A typical
early science/prehealth student will be enrolled in two science courses with a lab
each (up to 10 credits just for those) and then some combination of math and a core
course (or two). If they take a credit bearing research course, it may push them
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over credit limits where they are either unable to register or will need to pay more
$. We do not want our students to have to pay to be able to do research at a basic
level. However, we want their transcript to reflect that they participated in research
and a 0 credit course allows us to do this. As for CHEM 4030, our seminar course, 0
credits are appropriate because the only requirement is attendance; however, we
want our students' transcripts' to reflect the broad experience they gain through
visiting seminar presentations.
2. Freshman and Sophomore science students already know that research is an
option. We have many inquiries and have students working with us in their
freshman or sophomore years. CHEM 1990 is mainly a mechanism for us to give
students who seek to work in our research labs some recognition of their efforts.
3. a) No. CHEM 1990 is not intended to be a prerequisite for 3990. The main
difference between 1990 and 3990 is the level of the student and the time
commitment. CHEM 1990 is meant to be an introduction/lower time commitment
course (perhaps 3-5 hrs. depending on the mentor). If an upper level (junior/senior)
student desires to perform research they would sign up for 3990 directly. The 1
credit indicates to the student and mentor that there is a more substantial (min. 5
hrs/week) time commitment involved.
b) FCLC students would be treated the same as FCRH students: free to sign up with a
mentor's permission.
Based on the original proposal, and departmental response, the committee voted to
approve the proposal and respectfully submit the proposal for review by the A&S
Council.
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Proposed Revision of the FCRH Chemistry Undergraduate Research Curriculum
This proposal re-envisions a more flexible, research oriented curriculum (detailed
below) that would apply to all versions of the Chemistry major. While the current
curriculum has served our students well in the past, over the last decade we have noted
the following trends (1) interest in becoming engaged in research opportunities earlier,
(2) the desire of majors other than chemistry to do research in our department, (3) a
growth in interdepartmental and interdisciplinary undergraduate research activity and
majors, and (4) the emergence of a robust undergraduate student research program at the
College level.
The curriculum offered by the department meets the guidelines set forth by the
American Chemical Society (ACS), which outlines specific requirements for
participation in research. However, the current “one-size-fits-all” research course
offerings, which are largely restricted to chemistry majors, are now less suited for (1) all
majors, (2) our changing department curricular goals, and (3) current faculty and their
areas of research.
In response to these forces, the chemistry department has developed a modified
research component of its curriculum. This plan was approved by the department in
Spring 2017 and allows the department to retain its rigorous chemical educational goals
and mission while allowing students, academic advisors and faculty to have more control
over the research curriculum.
Currently, the required research courses for all chemistry majors are (with underlining
added for emphasis):
CHEM 3031/3032 - SEMINAR AND RESEARCH I/II (1 credit) Approval of
mentor and of department chairperson required. Open to junior chemistry majors only.
CHEM 4031/4032 - SEMINAR AND RESEARCH III/IV (1 credit) Approval of
mentor and of department chairperson required. Open to senior chemistry majors only.
The department proposes to separate the seminar and research classes and expand access
to non-majors as follows:
1. CHEM 4030 will become the stand-alone seminar course that is required in the
junior and senior years for chemistry majors.
2. CHEM 3990 will become the introductory research course and it will be open to
all students who wish to participate in research in the chemistry department.
3. CHEM 4990 will be a substantive variable credit research course that will be
required for the ACS-accredited degree. CHEM 3990 will be the prerequisite for
CHEM 4990. This course will be open to all students who wish to participate in
research in the chemistry department.
In addition, the department proposes to remove the requirement for research
coursework for students who are completing the major without seeking an ACSaccredited degree.
For reference, here are the proposed descriptions for the new courses.
CHEM 1990 INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH (0 credits, P/F grading). This course
serves as an introduction to scientific research. The goals of the course are to introduce
students to the process of scientific research by direct involvement. Students will
participate in aspects of data collection, analysis, interpretation, and presentation. Open to
3

all majors. Freshman and sophomores only. Registration only with permission of faculty
mentor.
CHEM 3990 DIRECTED RESEARCH (1 credit, P/F grading). Students will work in
the laboratory of a faculty mentor on an agreed upon project. Students will learn data
collection, analysis, interpretation, and presentation techniques. Open to all majors.
Sophomores, juniors, and seniors only. Registration only with permission of faculty
mentor.
CHEM 4030 - SEMINAR (0 credits, P/F grading). A colloquium of contemporary
chemical and scientific research. Completion of four semesters during a major’s junior
and senior years is required for graduation. Junior and Senior chemistry majors only.
CHEM 4990 INDEPENDENT RESEARCH (1-3 credits, A-F grading) Students will
work with a faculty mentor on an agreed upon project. Students will cooperate with the
faculty mentor on the project definition, data collection, analysis, interpretation, and the
presentation of results.
A comprehensive paper demonstrating a student's
accomplishments during independent research is required. Open to all majors. Juniors
and seniors only. Registration only with permission of faculty mentor prerequisite: at
least one semester of CHEM 3990 must be completed with a P grade. The course does
not count as a chemistry major elective.
The approval of this proposal will result in the deletion of the following courses:
CHEM 1999 DIRECTED RESEARCH PORJECT (0 credits)
CHEM 2999 SOPHOMORE SEMINAR AND RESEARCH (0 credits)
CHEM 3031 SEMINAR AND RESEARCH I (1 credit)
CHEM 3032 SEMINAR AND RESEARCH II (1 credit)
CHEM 4031 SEMINAR AND RESEARCH III (1 credit)
CHEM 4032 SEMINAR AND RESEARCH IV (1 credit)
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INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the activities of the STEM Committee during the 2017/18 academic
year. The committee had been in limbo for much of 2017 without any active Chair, and was
essentially reactivated in November 2017. The committee has begun to consider issues vital to
fostering STEM education at Fordham including greater interactions among the STEM
departments as well as seek out innovations in STEM pedagogy that would improve student
engagement, provide greater transparency in teaching, and mitigate literacy problems that
hamper student achievement.
Previously the committee posed the question “What short term goals can we address?” which
was broadly answered with pedagogy and curriculum. We are continuing in this same vein,
however we have opted for adding an interdisciplinary focus to broaden the STEM vision at
Fordham. This will permit us to compile the best pedagogical techniques across the
departments and make recommendations for their implementation throughout STEM, and seek
areas in which STEM faculty can collaborate both in research endeavors and program
(curriculum) development.
INCREASED INTERDISCIPLINARY FOCUS
The sciences often live within their own disciplinary bubbles creating a STEM archipelago with
little to no interaction among the various departments. The STEM committee is seeking to
bridge these islands, and has begun to focus on ways to increase interdisciplinary activities and
interdepartmental programs across the sciences. The strengths afforded with an

interdisciplinary focus will allow for pedagogical improvements and stronger research. Within the
context of this greater interdisciplinary focus we envision:
●
●
●

Cross-departmental classes
New concentrations/programs
Stronger research through interdepartmental collaborations

GOAL: Identify opportunities for interdisciplinary course offerings, particularly in the areas of
computational and research methods
Currently individual departments offer a variety of courses on computational and research
methods. Consequently, duplication occurs, but more importantly, innovative pedagogy is not
necessarily being shared across departments. Closing these gaps requires greater
communication among the departments through, first and foremost, knowledge of what offerings
are available. Once a detailed understanding of what offerings exist, cross-listing opportunities
and complementary offerings can be identified. The STEM Committee has begun an audit of
course offerings dealing with computational and research methods to identify crossover
opportunities and cross-disciplinary courses.
STATUS: Ongoing. An audit of departmental course offerings across the sciences is underway
to identify possible opportunities.
GOAL: Identify interdisciplinary growth areas that would benefit from new programs and
concentrations.
Fordham has tremendous human resources in the sciences that should be leveraged to
broaden the scope of educational opportunities for the students and strengthen research within
the university. Once complete, the audit of course offerings will allow us to identify fertile areas
that could be cultivated into new interdisciplinary programs and course offerings that will bring
together the science department faculty and students. For example, opportunities exist between
Physics and Computer Science. Physics currently offers a concentration in Electrical
Engineering, however enrollment is typically low. We see the opportunity for growth by
developing a Computer Engineering concentration that is a hardware-centric program with
Computer Science. Students would benefit from expertise in both departments, and achieve
marketable skills in an area which, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016),1 has a
median salary of $115,000 and job opportunities are expected to grow over the next decade,
especially as the internet of things (IoT) makes more devices and appliances connected.
STATUS: Pending. Focus on this goal will proceed with the completion of the audit of course
offerings.
GOAL: Increase collaborative research endeavors among the STEM departments
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Fordham has the potential for engaging in innovative, world-class interdisciplinary research due
to the diversity of faculty expertise and their proximity to one another. However, engaging
faculty across disciplines is challenging because of the bubble effect. The STEM Committee
would like to see growth in interdisciplinary research as either an outgrowth of the
aforementioned goals, or, more likely, as the catalyst for those goals.
STATUS: Pending. Ideas for this area have yet to be discussed and will rely on, among other
things, the audit of course offerings currently being produced.
PEDAGOGY
Pedagogy is of prime importance at Fordham, and the STEM Committee is focused on
exploring opportunities for the proper implementation and evaluation pedagogical techniques in
the sciences. Discussions to this end have, so far, be somewhat limited and no clear goals have
been defined. However, several thoughts have been compiled that will be addressed in greater
detail in coming meetings with recommendations to follow. Among those items currently being
considered are:
●
●
●

●

STEM Seminars
SEEQ Compliance
Technology in the classroom
○ Clickers or index cards
○ Open/recorded classes
Faculty partnerships

To date, only the last two items (Technology and Mentoring) have had any substantive
discussion.
Technology in the classroom can be a boon for student engagement in the classroom.
Anonymity is important for many students as peer pressure, particularly in the pre-health cohort,
often limits their willingness to engage publically. Clickers for spot testing key concepts have
proven useful for improving student engagement and, when properly implemented, will allow
instructors to see where students are failing to grasp concepts thereby enabling the instructor to
immediately reevaluate their teaching of those topics and try again. Low-tech solutions like
index cards allow students to anonymously submit questions prior to class from which the
instructor can draw guidance for the classroom dynamic.
In addition to student engagement, literacy and material retention are often problems that many
students face. Oftentimes students require multiple takes to fully grasp some challenging
concept, but, due to peer pressure or some other issue, they do not ask the faculty to repeat
themselves and so the material goes undigested. Recording class lectures would give the
students the opportunity to repeat a lecture as many times as they wish to grasp the
fundamental concepts being discussed, Furthermore, other faculty can use such recordings to

identify pedagogical approaches that may be successful in their own classes. This also opens
up the opportunity for faculty to visit other classes to witness firsthand the pedagogical approach
being taken.
Faculty partnerships are pairings of junior and senior faculty within a department in a
mentoring-like union. However, mentoring has this connotation of the junior faculty following the
senior faculty and absorbing their wisdom. This is not what we intend. Rather we choose
partnership to connote the union because the transfer of wisdom should be explicitly
bidirectional. We all have opportunities to learn and such relationships allow junior faculty to
gain from the experience of senior faculty, while senior faculty are sometimes removed from
technology and are less dynamic than their colleagues. They would benefit from their junior
colleagues’ dynamism and modern approach to teaching.
These ideas will be further fleshed out in coming meetings with well-defined goals being
established to facilitate recommendations to the departments on improving STEM education.

